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OGANESSON
As of 2019, oganesson is the capstone of the periodic table: the element with the highest atomic number (and highest atomic mass) to have been granted 
admission by the International Unions of Pure and Applied Chemistry and Physics. Together with nihonium, moscovium and tennessine, it was added to the 
periodic table in 2016, 14 years after its first observation by the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research in Russia. The element is named for Yuri Oganessian, 
nuclear physicist and scientific leader of the Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions at the Institute since 1996, whose work has either directly or indirectly led 
to the discovery of elements 107-118. Alongside Glenn Seaborg, who first proposed the addition of the actinoid series to the periodic table, Oganessian is one 
of only two scientists to have had elements named after them during their lifetimes – making oganesson the only element on the periodic table the namesake 
of which is alive today. 

Element 118 is also the most elusive of the superheavy elements, with only one confirmed isotope (oganesson-294) that boasts a half-life of less than a 
millisecond. The atoms of oganesson synthesised since 2002 can be counted by one hand.

Oganesson is the heaviest member of group 18, the noble gases. The properties of the noble gases hinge on their full valence shells: content to neither give 
nor receive electrons, they are usually quite unreactive. All noble gases lighter than oganesson are also, rather unsurprisingly, gaseous at room temperature. 
However, due to their sheer mass and the higher velocity of their valence electrons compared to lighter elements, the superheavy elements buck group 
trends. Element 118 is no exception. By computational calculations, oganesson is predicted to be solid at room temperature, and not only to be more 
reactive than other group 18 elements, but perhaps even more so than fellow superheavy elements copernicium and flerovium. Due to the instability of 
oganesson-294, experimental confirmation of these predictions is currently not possible.
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Resources
https://www.chemistryworld.com/what-it-takes-to-make-a-new-element/1017677.article

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41557-018-0098-4
https://iupac.org/iupac-is-naming-the-four-new-elements-nihonium-moscovium-tennessine-and-oganesson/

ARTIST’S DESCRIPTION

When I saw the electron shell atom diagram of element 118, it looked to me to resemble an exuberant flower, or some sort of spirograph pattern. I went in 
search of a flower that had 118 petals and found the Nelumbo Lotus “Momo Botan”, which has 118 petals. The lotus, a legendary flower, is symbol of spiritual 
enlightenment and rebirth. It is a perfect symbol for this newest of the noble gases on the periodic table. The petals are a computer-generated interpretation 
of the Momo Botan Lotus, with the electron shell atom diagram for Oganesson handprinted in red over. 
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